COMPLETE SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE SERVICES
PRODUCT SUMMARY

INDUSTRIES SERVED
• Defense
• Aerospace
• Energy
• HealthTech
• Telecommunications
• Transportation

COMPLETE SYSTEM MAINTENANCE SERVICES
Atrenne offers complete system maintenance
services for all integrated, embedded systems
regardless of manufacturer. Atrenne will perform
troubleshooting, diagnostics, maintenance
upgrades, replacement, redesign, repair and
lifecycle support services on all Atrenne and third
party components including enclosures, subassemblies, boards and integrated systems.

• Oil & Gas

SINGLE POINT OF CONTACT
The system maintenance service offering provides our customers with a
single point of contact for service of a system comprised of multiple vendors’
components. Frequently, a system integrator is forced to take a serial approach to
troubleshooting a system across multiple vendors, and may not be capable of
reproducing problems due to a lack of interoperability expertise. Eliminating the need to
manage multiple vendors, working on multiple components, results in reduced down
time and lower system costs.

VERTICALLY INTEGRATED
As a vertically integrated manufacturer, Atrenne
is uniquely qualified to troubleshoot, diagnose,
and perform maintenance upgrades or
replacements on your system or subsystem.
Atrenne’s extensive electromechanical design
expertise and build-to-print manufacturing
makes Atrenne an excellent partner for
complete system design.
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Embedded Electronics
The components, enclosures, sub-assemblies, boards and integrated
systems we repair go into a variety of applications including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Command and control
Avionics
Navigation/guidance
Electronic warfare/information warfare
Reconnaissance/Intelligence
Shipboard electronics/computers
Vehicular electronics (vetronics)
HealthTech
Uncrewed vehicles

Atrenne’s integration expertise and unique combination of
in-depth mechanical, electrical, and system design knowledge is gleaned
from 50+ years of work on some of the most performance-critical and
demanding applications in the world.
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ABOUT
Atrenne, a Celestica company, is a vertically-integrated, component and
system provider serving aerospace, defense, computing, communications,
and other technology-driven industries. Atrenne delivers integrated
components, electronic packaging, fabricated metal, electronic assemblies
and value-add build-to-print manufacturing services to industrial markets
across the globe. With more than 50 years of experience, Atrenne provides
innovatively engineered products and services throughout the program
lifecycle, from concept to manufacturing to obsolescence management.
Atrenne is proud to provide customers with fully-tested, reliable,
electromechanical solutions on-time and with world-class quality.

CONTACT INFORMATION
www.atrenne.com
sales@atrenne.com
800.926.8722
The information in this document is subject to change without notice and should not be construed
as a commitment by Atrenne, a Celestica company. While reasonable precautions have been taken,
Atrenne assumes no responsibility for any errors that may appear in this document. All products
shown or mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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